RULES OF THE PHOTOGRAPHY CONTEST

“Impressions on Steam Locomotives 2018”
Steam engines from Wolsztyn seen though cameras of their enthusiasts

I. General provisions
1. The Contest is organised by the Instytucja Kultury Parowozownia Wolsztyn, Gmina Wolsztyn and Dom
Kultury w Wolsztynie.
2. The contest has international range and it is destined for all railway lovers.
3. Photographs must be sent before 08.04.2018. Contest results will be provided within two weeks after the
closing date. Contest results and details on the exact time and place of the award ceremony will be
available
on
www.parowozowniawolsztyn.pl
and
on
Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/ParowozowniaWolsztyn/
4. Award ceremony will be held on 28.04.2018 before the start of the Steam Engine Parade.

II. Contestants
1. All people who are above 18 years of age or minors who have obtained a written consent of parent /
guardian for participation in the Competition.
2. Contest Organisers, Jury members and all of Organiser's employees, no matter if they are employed full
or part time, as well as family members of all the above mentioned people cannot enter the Contest.
3. Each Contestant is allowed to send only one photos.

III. Rules of the Contest
1. Contestants' main task is to provide their original photos portraying one of the locomotives from Wolsztyn
– those that still operate and those which used to work in Wolsztyn in the past.
2. The main idea behind this contest it to show through photography the full beauty and uniqueness of the
locomotives in Wolsztyn.
3. All photographic techniques are allowed, however, all works with traits of evident graphic retouching will
be rejected.
Allowed:
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conversion of colour pictures into black and white or sepia pictures, colour filters etc.
quality correction (enhancement, contrast, saturation, brightening)

4. Not allowed:



deleting or adding any elements in the process of graphic image editing
combining elements from different photographs (collages and photo montage)

IV. Guidelines for sending photographs
1. Photos for the contest need to be send as an attachment to the form which had been specially designed
for this purpose and that can be found on http://www.wolsztyn.pl/konkurs.html
2. All works need to meet the following criteria:





minimal size: 1600 x 1200 px
JPG, PDF, PNG, TIFF forma
in case of converted photos, contestants must also provide their original versions
application form needs to be downloaded from the contest's website, then it needs to be filled in
and attached to the registration form. Contestants who are underage must attach consent signed
by their parents or legal guardians

V. Jury
1. All works will be evaluated by the Jury assigned by the Organiser
2. The Jury will consist of:
I. Representative of the Instytucja Kultury Parowozownia Wolsztyn
II. Representative of the Gmina Wolsztyn
III. Representative of the Dom Kultury w Wolsztynie
IV. Representative of the Towarzystwo Przyjaciół Wolsztyńskiej Parowozowni
V. Representative of the Żuczek Film Studio
3. The Jury reserves the right to disqualify photos which do not show the main theme of the Contest and
those which do not comply with the Rules of the Contest. Photos which have formal deficiencies (poor
quality, low resolution) may also be discarded. Photos which contain signs, numbers (dates, water signs,
signatures, frames) will be rejected.
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4. Decisions made by the Jury are final and are not subject to verification.

VI. Awards
1. The Organisers will award contestants who take I, II and III places, but they also reserve the right to
award contestants with honourable mentions.
2. Winning photos will be published in magazines, on the website of Instytucja Kultury Parowozownia
Wolsztyn, Gmina Wolsztyn and Dom Kultury w Wolsztynie.
3. Best works will be presented during exhibition in Parowozownia Wolsztyn which will be opened 28.04.2018
before the Steam Locomotive Parade 2018.
4. The winners will be notified about the verdict via e-mail.

VII. Final provisions
1. Since the moment of sending photos the Contestant declares that:



he/she accepts the Rules of the Contest
he/she is the author of the photos and that he/she has got permissions from people who were
involved in creating it (extras, make-up artists, etc.) to reproduce and publish their image or
work.

2. The Contestant shall be liable in case of any legal claims from third parties against the Organisers.
3. The Contestant gives consent for his personal data to be processed for the purposes of the Contest under
the Data Protection Act 29.08.1997 (Journal of Laws of 2002, No. 133, item 833, as amended).
4. The Contestant grants Organisers free of charge, non-exclusive licence which gives the Organiser right to
use it within no time and area limit, in all fields of exploitation, especially in those which focus on right to:







record
reproduce copies of Work using all recording techniques, such as: printing
market the Work in the country and abroad
enter Work into computer memory
publish Work in Organiser's publications
publish on Organiser's website and on his Facebook and Instagram profile

5. Organiser reserves the right to introduce changes to the Rules of the Contest.
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